Clinical, dosimetric, and radiographic correlation of radiation injury involving the brainstem and the medial temporal lobes following stereotactic radiotherapy for neoplasms of central skull base.
Stereotactic Radiotherapy (SRT) is more commonly used for skull base tumors in conjunction with the technical development of radiation intensity modulation. Purpose of this study is to correlate clinical and radiographic characteristics of delayed radiation injury (RI) occurring around central skull base following SRT with SRT dosimetric data. Total of six patients were identified to have developed RI in the vicinity of SRT target volume out of 141 patients who received SRT in he center or near-center of the skull base. The images and medical records were retrospectively reviewed. The analysis was performed for RI location, time of development, imaging and clinical characteristics and evolution of RI and correlated with SRT dosimetric analysis using image fusion with follow-up MRI scans. Mean follow-up time was 24 +/- 9 months. During the follow-up period, twelve sites of RI were found in 6 patients. They were clinically symptomatic in 4/6 patients (66.6%) at median 12.5 months after SRT. Mean time interval between SRT and detection of RI was 9 +/- 3, 18.5 +/- 5, and 13.5 months for brainstem, temporal lobe, and cerebellum/labyrinth lesions, respectively. All RI lesions were included in the region of high SRT doses. After steroid and symptomatic treatment, 50% of RI lesions showed complete response, and 40% showed partial response. RI can occur around the skull base because of irregular shape of target tumor, its close proximity to normal brain parenchyma, and inhomogeneity of dose distribution. Brainstem lesions occurred earlier than temporal lobe RI. The majority of the RI lesions, not mixed with the tumor in this study, showed radiographic and clinical improvement with steroid and symptomatic treatments.